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Abstract. It has been an important research topic to design novel
symmetric-key primitives for advanced protocols like secure multiparty
computation (MPC), fully homomorphic encryption (FHE) and zero-
knowledge proof systems (ZK). Many such existing primitives adopt quite
different design strategies from conventional block ciphers. One notable
feature is that many of these ciphers are defined over a large finite field
and the power map is commonly used to construct the nonlinear com-
ponent due to its strong resistance against the differential and linear
cryptanalysis. In this paper, we target the MPC-friendly ciphers AIM and
RAIN used for the post-quantum signature schemes AIMer (CCS 2023
and NIST PQC Round 1 Additional Signatures) and Rainer (CCS 2022),
respectively. Specifically, we could find equivalent representations of the
2-round RAIN and the full-round AIM respectively, which make them
vulnerable to either the polynomial method or the simplified crossbred
algorithm or the fast exhaustive search attack. Consequently, we could
break 2-round RAIN with the 128/192/256-bit key in only 2116/2171/2224

bit operations. For the full-round AIM with the 128/192/256-bit key, we
could break them in 2136.2/2200.7/2265 bit operations, which are equiva-
lent to about 2115/2178/2241 calls of the underlying primitive.

Keywords: RAIN, AIM, equivalent representation, polynomial method,
fast exhaustive search

1 Description of RAIN and AIM

RAIN [DKR+22] and AIM [KHS+22] are two MPC-friendly ciphers proposed
at ACM CCS 2022 and 2023, respectively. In this section, we briefly introduce
the two ciphers. Note that both ciphers are defined over F2n and we will not
emphasize this in the corresponding primitive descriptions.



1.1 Description of RAIN

The r-round RAIN [DKR+22] is depicted in Fig. 1. The S-box is the inverse
function over F2n , i.e. {

x = x−1, for ∀x ∈ F2n , x ̸= 0
x = 0, for x = 0

(1)

Or equivalently, the S-box is defined by the power map:

x 7→ x2n−2, for ∀x ∈ F2n .

For the linear layers, they are randomly generated and the designers have fixed
their choices. Indeed, the binary matrix Mi can also be interpreted as an F2-
linearized polynomial. Abusing the notation, we can write Mi(x) as

Mi(x) =
n−1∑
j=0

ai,jx2j

,

where (ai,0, . . . , ai,n−1) ∈ Fn
2n are known constants. In the design, it has been

ensured that for each Mi, all the corresponding coefficients of the F2-linearized
polynomial are non-zero, i.e. ai,j ̸= 0 for j ∈ [0, n − 1].

Since the security of RAIN is limited to the case when the attacker can only
know one plaintext-ciphertext pair under the same key, the designers choose
r ∈ {3, 4}. According the designers’ analysis, even 2-round RAIN cannot be
broken. As an attacker, the goal is thus to recover the secret key k from 1 known
input-output pair (s0, sr). Indeed, in the signature scheme Rainer, k is the secret
key while (s0, sr) is the public key. Therefore, the above attack is directly related
to the security of Rainer.
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Fig. 1: The r-round RAIN

1.2 Description of AIM

The general construction of AIM [KHS+22] can be described as follows:

zi = k2ei −1 for i ∈ [1, m − 1],

w =
m−1∑
i=1

Bi(zi),
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y = w2em −1 + k.

In the above equations, k and y are the input and output of AIM, respectively,
while zi and w are internal states, and Bi(x) is the F2-linearized affine polynomial,
i.e.

Bi(x) = ai,n +
n−1∑
j=0

ai,jx2j

.

The corresponding graphic illustration is given in Fig. 2. Three variants of AIM
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Fig. 2: The general construction of AIM

named AIM-I, AIM-II and AIM-III are specified by the designers, as shown in
Table 1.

Table 1: The three variants of AIM
Name n m (e1, . . . , em)

AIM-I 128 3 (3, 27, 5)
AIM-II 192 3 (5, 29, 7)
AIM-III 256 4 (3, 7, 53, 5)

2 Equivalent Representations

The designers of RAIN claim that the polynomial method [Din21] is infeasible
because the maximal algebraic degree is achieved after only one round due to the
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inverse function. Although the claim for the inverse function is true, we point
out that it is feasible to construct a low-degree equation system to equivalently
describe the 2-round RAIN. This is obviously out of designers’ expectations
since even 2 rounds cannot be broken in their analysis. Due to this low-degree
representation, the polynomial method works quite efficiently and we can break
2-round RAIN with the 128/192/256-bit key in only about 2118/2171/2224 bits,
respectively.

It is found that there is also a similar problem in AIM. As the algebraic degree
of the equivalent representation is relatively high, the polynomial method cannot
work efficiently. However, the fast exhaustive search [BCC+10] is still applicable
and breaking AIM-I/AIM-II/AIM-III requires about 2115/2178/2241 equivalent
calls to the corresponding primitives, respectively.

2.1 Low-degree Representation for 2-Round RAIN

As shown in Fig. 3, we introduce a variable s1 ∈ F2n to represent the internal
state after the first S-box. Given the known pair (s0, s2), we aim to set up a
low-degree equation system only in s1. Solving this equation system will allow us
to recover s1 and then the secret key k cam be trivially recovered via:

k = s−1
1 + s0 + c1.
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Fig. 3: The 2-round RAIN

First, we consider whether s1 = 0. In this case, we have k = s0 + c1 and it
can be trivially verified. Similarly, we can trivially verify whether k + s2 = 0.
Therefore, in the following, we always assume that

k + c1 + s0 ̸= 0, k + s2 ̸= 0.

In this way, we have
k = 1

s1
+ s0 + c1

according to the first S-box. Then, according to M1 and the last S-box, we have

M1(s1) = 1
s1

+ s0 + c1 + c2 + 1
1
s1

+ s0 + c1 + s2
.

For convenience, let

t0 = s0 + c1 + c2, t1 = s0 + c1 + s2.
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Then, t0, t1 are known constants and we have

M1(s1) = 1
s1

+ t0 + 1
1
s1

+ t1
= 1

s1
+ t0 + s1

1 + t1s1
.

Based on this, we further have

s1(1 + t1s1)M1(s1) = 1 + t1s1 + t0s1(1 + t1s1) + s2
1.

By simplifying the equation, we have

s1M1(s1) + t1s2
1M1(s1) = 1 + t1s1 + t0s1 + t0t1s2

1 + s2
1.

Since x → x2i (i ≥ 0) over F2n corresponds to a linear vectorial Boolean
function in terms of x, the above equation in terms of s1 can be equivalently
represented as n quadratic Boolean equations in s1. Based on Dinur’s algorithm
for the polynomial method [Din21], we can recover s1 in about n2 · 20.815n bit
operations. Our results are summarized in Table 2.

Analysis of 2-round RAIN with low-memory complexity We observe that
for the 2-round RAIN, it is possible to construct an overdefined system of Boolean
equations and then solve it with the simplified crossbred algorithm [BDT22,
WWF+21,LMSI22].

Specifically, we have

(s1 + t1s2
1)M1(s1) = 1 + t1s1 + t0s1 + t0t1s2

1 + s2
1. (2)

Based on this, we can derive

(s1 + t1s2
1)(M1(s1))2 = (1 + t1s1 + t0s1 + t0t1s2

1 + s2
1)M1(s1), (3)

(s1 + t1s2
1)2M1(s1) = (1 + t1s1 + t0s1 + t0t1s2

1 + s2
1)(s1 + t1s2

1), (4)

which again correspond to 2n quadratic Boolean equations in s1. Hence, we have
n+2n = 3n Boolean equations in n variables. We have experimentally verified that
these 3n quadratic equations are linearly independent. For n = 128/192/256, the
time complexity to solve the corresponding system of equations with the simplified
crossbred algorithm is about 2116/2176/2236 bit operations and the memory
complexity is about 222/224/225 bits, respectively. The results are summarized in
Table 2. As a future work, we will study the original crossbred algorithm [JV17]
for these 3n equations.

Remark 1. For the simplified crossbred algorithm, we first pick u variables and
eliminate all the

(
u
2
)

quadratic terms in these u variables with Gaussian elimina-
tion. Then, the remaining 2n −

(
u
2
)

equations are linear in these u variables, i.e.
by guessing the remainging n − u variables, we can get 2n −

(
u
2
)

linear equations
in u variables and solve them with Gaussian elimination. Hence, we choose the
maximal u such that 2n −

(
u
2
)

− u ≥ 0.
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Table 2: The results for 2-round RAIN
Method n Time (in bits) Memory (in bits)

Polynomial Method
128 2118 291

192 2171 2132

256 2224 2173

Simplified Crossbred
128 2116 222

192 2176 224

256 2236 225

Analysis of 3-round RAIN. It is natural to ask whether it is possible to extend
this attack to 3 or more rounds. However, this seems infeasible. Specifically, if we
work in a similar way, we have(

M1(s1) + 1
s1

+ t0

)(
1
s1

+ s0 + c1 + c3 + M−1
2

(
1

1
s1

+ s0 + c1 + s3

))
= 1

Let
t2 = s0 + c1 + c3, t3 = s0 + c1 + s3.

Then, we have(
M1(s1) + 1

s1
+ t0

)(
1
s1

+ t2 + M−1
2

(
s1

1 + t3s1

))
= 1,

↪→

(
s1M1(s1) + 1 + t0s1

)(
1 + t2s1 + s1M−1

2

(
s1

1 + t3s1

))
= s2

1.

In this case, we cannot further expand M−1
2

(
s1

1+t3s1

)
. Otherwise, we could only

get an equation system of algebraic degree n − 1 in terms of s1 because we need
to multiply the term

n−1∏
i=0

(1 + t3s1)2i

in both sides of the equation to clear all denominators.

2.2 Low-degree Representation for AIM

We observe that in AIM, m − 1 elements in the set {e1, . . . , em} take small values,
i.e. smaller than 8. In what follows, we show how to exploit this property to
construct the low-degree representation for AIM.

Given the output y, we can represent k in terms of the unknown w as follows:

k = w2em −1 + y.
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In this way, we can further represent each (zi)1≤i≤m−1 only in terms of w, as
shown below:

zi = (w2em −1 + y)2ei −1.

For convenience, we assume e1 < e2 < · · · < em−1.
We first show how to compute the accurate algebraic degree for the polyno-

mials (zi)1≤i≤m−2 in terms of w. Note that

2i − 1 =
i−1∑
j=0

2j

and hence we have

∀a, b ∈ F2n , ∀i ∈ [1, n] : (a + b)2i−1 =
i−1∏
j=0

(a + b)2j

=
i−1∏
j=0

(a2j

+ b2j

) =
2i−1∑
j=0

ajb2i−1−j .

Therefore, we have

zi = (w2em −1 + y)2ei −1 =
2ei −1∑
j=0

yjw2em−1(2ei −1−j).

In this way, the algebraic degree of zi in terms of w is

di = max
{

Hw
(

Mn

(
2em−1(2ei − 1 − j)

))
| j ∈ [0, 2ei − 1]

}
,

where

∀a ∈ N : Mn(a) :=
{

2n − 1 if 2n − 1|a and a ≥ 2n − 1,

a%(2n − 1) otherwise.

and Hw(a) is the hamming weight of a, i.e. the number of 1 in its binary
representation. Therefore, di can be naively computed in time O(2ei). Note that
for (ei)1≤i≤m−2 in AIM, all of them are smaller than 8 and hence (di)1≤i≤m−2
can be computed in O(28).

After computing (di)1≤i≤m−2, we define

dmax = max{d1, . . . , dm−2}.

In this way, zm−1 can be expressed in w of algebraic degree dmax due to

zm−1 = B−1
m−1

(
c + w +

m−2∑
i=0

Bi(zi)
)

= B−1
m−1

(
c + w +

m−2∑
i=0

Bi

(
(w2em −1 + y)2ei −1

))
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In other words, the algebraic degree of the above polynomial of zm−1 in terms of
w is dmax. Furthermore, there is another way to establish the relation between
zm−1 and w:

zm−1 = (w2em −1 + y)2em−1−1
,

↪→ zm−1(w2em −1 + y) = (w2em −1 + y)2em−1
.

Hence, we obtain an equation only in terms of w, as shown below:

B−1
m−1

(
c + w +

m−2∑
i=0

Bi

(
(w2em −1 + y)2ei −1

))
(w2em −1 + y) = (w2em −1 + y)2em−1

,

This equation also corresponds to n Boolean equations3 of algebraic degree upper
bounded by dmax +em. By solving these n Boolean equations, we can first recover
w and then the secret key can be trivially recovered via:

k = w2em −1 + y.

Remark 2. The designers are indeed aware of this representation, but they use a
lower bound on the algebraic degree of zi in terms of w, i.e. it is simply treated

as the hamming weight of Mn

(
(2em − 1)2ei−1

)
because the term x(2em −1)2ei−1

will appear if we expand the expression [KHS+22]. Moreover, they only treat the
polynomial method as a main threat for this low-degree representation, which
cannot beat the naive exhaustive search because its memory complexity is much
higher than 2n bits.

Solving the n Boolean equations of algebraic degree dmax + em. With
the memory-efficient Möbius transform [Din21, Bou22], evaluating a Boolean
polynomial in n variables of algebraic degree d over {0, 1}n requires about n ·

(
n

≤d

)
bits of memory and the time is about d · 2n bit operations. With this as the
oracle of the fast exhaustive search method [BCC+10] to efficiently evaluate
a polynomial, the time complexity to find the solution of w from n Boolean
equations of algebraic degree upper bounded by dmax + em is estimated as about

4 · (dmax + em) · log2 n · 2n

3 Note that dmax + em is very small in our attacks. We can interpolate these n
polynomials of algebraic degree dmax + em with the recursive version of Möbius
transform [Din21], and the corresponding time and memory are much smaller than
2n. Of course, we first need to prepare a set of points of size

∑dmax+em

i=0

(
n
i

)
and this

phase will require us to equivalently evaluate AIM for
∑dmax+em

i=0

(
n
i

)
different inputs,

whose cost is still much smaller than 2n.
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bit operations. The memory complexity is upper bounded by

n · n ·
dmax+em∑

i=0

(
n

i

)

bits for simplicity4.
Our results for the parameters of AIM are summarized in Table 3. Note that

without this low-degree equivalent representation in n variables, the naive brute
force takes about 2149, 2214.4 and 2280 bit operations for the 128-bit, 192-bit and
256-bit security levels, respectively. Hence, the fast exhaustive search attack much
improves the naive brute force attack. In other words, the time complexity of our
attacks is equivalent to about 2115/2178/2241 calls of the underlying primitives.

Table 3: Fast exhaustive search (FES) attacks on AIM
Attack Type n m (e1, . . . , em) dmax + em Time (in bits) Memory (in bits)

Brute force [KHS+22] 128 3 (3, 27, 5) − 2149 negligible
FES 10 2136.2 261.7

Brute force [KHS+22] 192 3 (5, 29, 7) − 2214.4 negligible
FES 14 2200.7 284.3

Brute force [KHS+22] 256 4 (3, 7, 53, 5) − 2280 negligible
FES 15 2265.0 295.1

3 Conclusion

We have shown that there are nontrivial low-degree equivalent representations
in 2-round RAIN and full-round AIM, which can be exploited to mount effective
attacks. Especially, as recovering the secret key of AIM is the underlying difficult
problem of the signature scheme AIMer, which is one of the NIST Round 1
Additional Signatures, we believe that this work is meaningful.

Acknowledgment We thank Willi Meier and Morten Øygarden for discussing
some ideas in this paper.

4 In the original fast exhaustive search [BCC+10], evaluating a Boolean polynomial of
degree d over {0, 1}n requires d · 2n bit operations, which is the same as the Möbius
transform. However, it also requires a pre-processing phase which costs O(n2d) bit
operations. This is too costly for the attack on AIM and hence we change it to the
memory-efficient Möbius transform.
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